As JPEG is the most widely used image format, the importance of tampering detection for JPEG images in blind forensics is self-evident. In this area, extracting effective statistical characteristics from a JPEG image for classification remains a challenge. Effective features are designed manually in traditional methods, suggesting that extensive labor-consuming research and derivation is required. In this article, we propose a novel image tampering detection method based on deep multi-scale discriminative networks (MSD-Nets). The multi-scale module is designed to automatically extract multiple features from the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficient histograms of the JPEG image. This module can capture the characteristic information in different scale spaces. In addition, a discriminative module is also utilized to improve the detection effect of the networks in those difficult situations when the first compression quality (QF 1) is higher than the second one (QF 2). A special network in this module is designed to distinguish the small statistical difference between authentic and tampered regions in these cases. Finally, a probability map can be obtained and the specific tampering area is located using the last classification results. Extensive experiments demonstrate the superiority of our proposed method in both quantitative and qualitative metrics when compared with state-of-the-art approaches.
Deep Multi-scale Discriminative Networks for Double JPEG Compression Forensics 20:3 images obey the law but double compressed images do not. Li et al. (2008) utilized mode-based first digit features to detect double compressed images and identify the primary quality factor of JPEG compression.
Almost all traditional methods require some artificially designed features for detection. However, designing such features is sometimes difficult and requires a large amount of theoretical research and experimentations. Another drawback is that traditional methods may disable detection when QF 1 > QF 2 due to the small difference between the statistical features of a tampered image and an authentic image in this case. Recently, deep neural network (DNN) in image processing and computer vision (Tang et al. 2015; Yan and Shao 2016; Fu et al. 2016; Hu et al. 2017 ) has been used with great success when applied to the image forensics field. Baroffio et al. (2016) proposed a deep learning method to solve the problem of camera source identification. Chen et al. (2015) utilized a convolutional neural network (CNN) to detect median filtering operations in images. Bayar and Stamm (2016) utilized a new convolutional layer to detect universal image manipulation and proposed a network structure based on actual forensic evidence. In double JPEG compression forensics, Wang and Zhang (2016) explored eight different CNNs to solve the tampering localization problem; in this study, eight networks were trained on single-compressed images and double-compressed images with different QF 2. In an estimation of QF 2, one corresponding network is selected to detect the tampered regions. However, this method extracts features directly without taking full account of some characteristics of the double JPEG compression process, limiting the improvement of the detection effect. Finally, this method does not propose a solution for tougher cases where QF 1 > QF 2, which is also a general difficulty for most existing methods. Amerini et al. (2017) explored the use of a spatial domain CNN and its combination with the histograms of DCT for the image forgery detection. The author suggested that further research is in progress. Barni et al. (2017) utilized CNNs in pixel domain, noise domain, and DCT domain to perform detection task, respectively. This method can obtain comprehensive information from a JPEG image but is quite complicated.
In this article, we propose a novel method of deep multi-scale discriminative networks (MSD-Nets) for double JPEG compression forensics to detect tampered regions automatically. This generalization method does not require an estimation of QF 1 and the networks can detect JPEG images with any QF 2. The multi-scale module consists of a combination of three single-scale networks connected in parallel Korus and Huang 2017) . This module is designed to extract features from the histograms of a DCT coefficient after preprocessing, and is better able to describe the effective features in different scale spaces than its single-scale counterparts. The outputs of these networks are fused with different weights. A discriminative module then follows behind to judge whether another specially designed network should be chosen for the detection task. This module can improve the ability of our networks to distinguish the small statistical difference between a tampered region and an authentic region when QF 1 > QF 2, which most existing methods can not do. After detecting all the blocks of a JPEG image, a specific probability map of the detection result is obtained and a precise localization of the tampered area is achieved. Figure 1 visualizes the whole framework of our proposed method. The experimental results on the Synthetic and Florence datasets demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art traditional methods and a representative deep method.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the features to be extracted are introduced, after which the MSD-Nets for double JPEG compression forensics are presented in Section 3. The experimental results, and analysis are included in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5. Overview of our approach. The deep multi-scale discriminative networks contain a multi-scale module to extract features in different scale spaces and a discriminative module to judge whether another special network should be chosen for detection. Based on the final classification results, it is possible to determine whether the input image block is tampered or not.
FEATURES IN DOUBLE JPEG COMPRESSION
In this section, the image tampering model and the DQ effect are first described. From these statistical characteristics, useful features to be employed in solving the binary classification problem of double JPEG compression forensics are extracted. Finally, the difference between DCT coefficient histograms in single and double compression situations is evaluated, showing the effectiveness of the features utilized in our networks.
Image Tampering Model
In the JPEG compression process, an input image is first divided into many 8 × 8 blocks, after which the discrete cosine transform is applied to every block. After the quantization process, a rounding function is applied to the DCT coefficients. These quantized DCT coefficients are later encoded via entropy encoding. The main reason for compression information loss lies in the quantization process (Thai et al. 2016) , whose quantization table is related to a particular compression quality factor from 0 to 100 in the form of an integer. As we know, a higher quality factor represents a lower amount of losses of image information, and vice versa.
Image tampering is often accompanied by double JPEG compression. Traditionally, the process of image splicing includes three steps, as shown in Figure 2 . These steps are as follows:
(1) Choosing a compressed JPEG image B, the quality factor of which is QF 1, and decompressing it.
(2) Replacing a region of B with a selected region A 1 from another image A.
(3) Saving the new tampered image C in JPEG format with a quality factor QF 2, where B 1 represents the authentic region of B.
In this model, B 1 is considered to be doubly compressed. If A is in non-JPEG format, A 1 is undoubtedly singly compressed. However, if A is in JPEG format, A 1 is regarded as a region that does not follow the law of double compression, as the DCT grids of A 1 have a very low probability ( 1 64 ) of matching B 1 . Accordingly, C is regarded as an image with a singly compressed region A 1 and a doubly compressed region B 1 . 
Double Quantization Effect
In the JPEG compression process, the main reason for information loss is quantization, which can leave traces from the histograms of the DCT coefficient. Here, the DQ effect causes periodic peaks and valleys in histograms after the process of double JPEG compression. Figure 3 illustrates the difference between double-compressed DCT coefficient histograms and single-compressed DCT coefficient histograms. From Figure 3 , we can see that the histograms of single-compressed images are generally in accordance with a generalized Gaussian distribution, but the histograms of double-compressed images have periodic peaks and valleys due to the DQ effect. When QF 1 > QF 2, the statistical properties of double-compressed images are easily concealed by double compression. Thus, tampering detection becomes a tough problem in this situation.
To solve the problem of double JPEG compression forensics by classifying the singly and doubly compressed parts of a JPEG image, the DCT coefficient histograms are utilized as the input features.
Tampering Detection Features
In order to obtain the features that can be directly input into the networks, some pre-processing operations are needed. The DCT coefficients from the header file of a JPEG image are extracted (1) select the second to the tenth coefficients, which are arranged in zigzag order, and (2) extract the histograms with a length of 31 from each coefficient to construct the final features. Note only three blocks and three histograms are shown for succinctly explaining. Different colors are used to distinguish different blocks.
first. The DCT coefficients contain a direct current (DC) coefficient and multiple alternating current (AC) coefficients. Taking an 8 × 8 DCT block as an example, the DC coefficient is the first number of the DCT coefficient matrix, and AC coefficients are the other 63 numbers. In this article, only AC coefficients with distributions that are different from the DC coefficients are selected to remove the impact of DC coefficients.
Because of the variable sizes of the histograms, and for the purpose of controlling the computational consumption without losing significant information, a symmetric interval containing the peak of the histogram is selected as the features. Figure 4 shows a more detailed illustration. First, the second to the tenth coefficients, which are arranged in zigzag order, are chosen to organize the primary features. Then, the values of the positions {−15, −14, . . . , 14, 15} are utilized to construct the final features. If F represents the feature set of a block from a JPEG image, and H i (x ) represents the histogram of DCT coefficients corresponding to the position x at the ith frequency from the zigzag order of the block, we have the following vector: 3, . . . , 9, 10}. (1) Therefore, a 279 (9 × 31) length feature vector is obtained from each JPEG image block. The parameter selection will be explained in the last part of Section 4.
TAMPERING DETECTION VIA MSD-NETS
In this section, our proposed model will be described in detail. During the preprocessing process, the histograms of DCT coefficient from a 64 × 64 block of a JPEG image are first extracted. After that, three networks trained by different scale data can automatically extract the different statistical features of the same histograms. Then, a discriminative module is employed to judge whether another special network should be chosen for detection, which is designed to improve classification accuracy for tougher cases when QF 1 > QF 2. A special network in the discriminative module can distinguish the small statistical difference between a tampered region and an authentic region in this case. Finally, a proposed localization scheme is utilized to obtain the probability map and simultaneously output the last two classification results.
Network Architecture
In order to solve the problem of double JPEG compression forensics, DNN is utilized to automatically extract the features from the DCT coefficient histograms and classify them. Our method does not need to estimate the first compression quality factor of the JPEG image, but instead utilizes a scheme of overall training. The image blocks, which have quality factors ranging from 50 to 95, are utilized for training to update the network parameters. In order to improve the effect of classification, four different DNNs are designed with similar structures but different parameters for training and testing.
The first part of MSD-Nets can be regarded as a three-channel structure for the process of extracting different features. This structure is inspired by the findings of a large number of experiments: namely, that the fusion of multi-scale networks trained by image blocks at different scales can increase the valuable information in various scale spaces for double JPEG compression tampering detection. This method of increasing the input features can introduce more effective information for classification so that the characteristics of the network extraction are no longer limited to the single feature. This facilitates the extraction of more diversified and detailed information so that a better classification result can be obtained.
The pre-trained multiple DNNs can be utilized to extract the multi-scale features of DCT coefficient histograms automatically and features are aggregated through a process of weighted fusion.
A three-scales model with three different networks, which are trained by 64 × 64, is designed using 128 × 128 and 256 × 256 size blocks, respectively. Each kind of the block dataset consists of tampered and authentic blocks in the same quantity. The network trained by 64 × 64 blocks can extract features in small-scale space, while the network trained by 256 × 256 blocks can extract features in large-scale space, ensuring the richness of the feature in various scale spaces. The specific model selection will be explained in Section 4.
A variety of fusion methods have been tried, combining three kinds of features in the fully connected layer or using another special DNN to automatically select the weights. Finally, fixed weights have been found to yield better classification results. Therefore, the result-oriented fixed weights are utilized in our multi-scale feature DNN. The fusion process can be defined as:
where S represents the result after the fusion process. s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 represent the output values after the softmax layer in three different networks. w 1 , w 2 , and w 3 represent the weights of 64 × 64, 128 × 128, and 256 × 256 blocks, respectively.
In Figure 5 , F 1 Score is utilized to compare the experimental results of our MSD-Nets structure with a simple network on a 100,000-block dataset. It is obvious that this specially designed structure for double JPEG compression forensics outperforms a simple network structure.
In addition, a divide and conquer strategy is implemented in our proposed method. Due to the statistical characteristics of the DQ effect, most of the existing schemes perform poorly when distinguishing the small statistical difference between a tampered region and an authentic region when QF 1 > QF 2. Hence, some specific data (64 × 64 tampered image blocks in the case of QF 1 > QF 2, and 64 × 64 image blocks without tampering) are utilized to train a special DNN in our algorithm framework. This training pattern ensures the effectiveness of the network when QF 1 > QF 2. The detailed discriminative module is described in Algorithm 1.
The architecture of a single channel network structure is shown in Table 1 . The network contains two alternating convolutional layers, two pooling layers, and three fully connected layers. A 
softmax layer is utilized in the last of the structures to obtain the classification probability of each class.
(1) Convolutional Layer: A convolutional layer employs convolution and non-linearity operations to the input data, reduces the number of free parameters, and simultaneously improves generalization (Lin et al. 2016) . A 3 × 1 size kernel is selected and the number of feature maps (that is, the number of kernels) is set to 100. The stride is set to 1. Hence, each feature map becomes a vector with a size of 277 × 1 and the output of the first convolutional layer becomes 277 × 1 × 100. Similarly, the output of the second convolutional layer becomes 67 × 1 × 100. The concrete convolutional operation is represented as:
where * represents convolution, x l j is the jth feature map of layer l, w l −1 i j represents the trainable weight that connects the ith feature map of layer l−1 with the jth feature map of layer l, and b l j represents the bias parameter of the jth feature map of layer l.
(2) Pooling Layer: While the extracted features can be utilized for classification after the convolutional layer, this may give rise to some challenges in calculation and be prone to over-fitting. Hence, a pooling layer, which can combine the outputs of neuron clusters into a single neuron is utilized (Ciresan et al. 2011; Scherer et al. 2010 ) and a max pooling selected to extract the maximum value from a cluster of neurons at the prior layer. The size of the pooling is 3 × 1 and the stride is 2. Thus, only the max value within the local area to the next layer is calculated. Compute the output C of the special DNN with the input of S 0 ; Set C as the final result;
3:
if C (1, 1) > C (2, 1) then 4:
The input block was manipulated.
5:
else 6:
The input block is authentic. if F (1, 1) > F (2, 1) then 11:
The input block was manipulated. (3) Fully Connected Layer: The fully connected layer connects each neuron in one layer to each neuron in another layer. The weights and the bias of the network can be adaptively renewed in the fully connected layers because of the error propagation procedure. Therefore, the last classification result will be fed back to automatically guide the feature extracting process, after which the learning mechanism can be set up (LeCun et al. 1998) . In our network, the first two fully connected layers have 1,000 outputs and the last one has 2 outputs.
(4) ReLUs Nonlinearity: ReLUs is the abbreviation of Rectified Linear Units. Following the first two fully connected layers, ReLUs is utilized because of its ability to facilitate fast convergence in some large models trained on some large datasets (Krizhevsky et al. 2012) . This layer applies the non-saturating activation function as:
where x represents the input patch of the features. Double JPEG compression tampering detection can be regarded as a two-classification problem: doubly compressed region (authentic region) and singly compressed region (tampered region). Hence, after a softmax layer, the classification probability of the two classes can be obtained. The parameter selection will be explained in Section 4.
Meanwhile, we compare our method with the SVM classifier which is mentioned in Li et al. (2008) by inputting the 279 × 1 histograms into an SVM classifier. Then we find that the SVM classifier has poor performance on these histograms. Most of the reason is that traditional machine learning techniques usually have no ability to process raw data. When the histograms are utilized for classification directly without handcrafted feature extraction, these techniques can hardly work. Hence, the actual benefits of deep network is to achieve representation learning automatically and capture important features easily for forensics.
Tampered Region Localization
In order to locate the tampered area more precisely, a M × N input JPEG image I is first divided into many L × L overlapping blocks (L is set to 64 according to testing). We then compute the DCT coefficient histograms H with a size of 279 × 1 from each block, and input H to the MSD-Nets.
The final probability pair is P (1, 1) and P (2, 1) after the softmax layer is obtained later. Finally, the value P (1, 1), which represents the probability that the block is singly compressed (i.e. tampered), will be assigned to the small 8 × 8 block in its center. Each overlapping block from image I has a small 8 × 8 block in its center, so the number n of these overlapping blocks from image I is the same as the number of these small central blocks n c . Therefore, n can be computed as:
After assigning all of the L × L blocks, a tampering detection probability map P map with a size of 8 × n is obtained. Finally, the pixel values of the blocks on the edge of P map are padded as 0 and a M × N tampering detection result map is obtained. The whiter areas represent the higher probability that this particular block is tampered. It is natural that the binary classification result map can be easily obtained with a threshold of 0.5.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the results of extensive experiments in both quantitative and qualitative metrics are provided and compared. We compare our method with two representative traditional methods BP (Bianchi and Piva 2012) and YH (Yu et al. 2016) , and a deep method WZ (Wang and Zhang 2016) . In addition, we compare our method with a traditional method, named LA (Liu 2017) . For fair comparison, we run BP, YH, and WZ according to their public codes, and reimplement the algorithm of LA based on the original paper.
Dataset
UCID Dataset. One of the most widespread lossless datasets in image forensics: the Uncompressed Color Image Database (UCID) (Gerald and Michal 2003) . The UCID dataset contains 1,338 images in TIFF format with a resolution of 512 × 384.
Synthetic Dataset. This dataset was synthesized from UCID dataset. For experiments, 1,200 images from the UCID dataset are randomly selected (800 as training sets, 200 as validating sets, and 200 as testing sets). To create JPEG images for training, validating, and testing, each original TIFF image is first compressed with a given quality factor QF 1 ∈ {50, 55, . . . , 90, 95}. The left 1/2 region that should not be doubly compressed is then replaced with the corresponding region in the original image. Finally, the image is compressed again with another quality factor QF 2 ∈ {50, 55, . . . , 90, 95}. Each image achieves 100 possible combinations of (QF 1, QF 2).
Florence Dataset. 1 The Image Dataset for Localization of Double JPEG compression (Florence Dataset) is a public dataset containing 100 full-resolution raw color images from three different digital cameras: Nikon D90, Canon EOS 450D, and Canon EOS 5D. These are converted to TIFF format images and compressed by 1/2, 1/16, and 15/16 in this dataset. Only a 1024 × 1024 region in the central position of each image is utilized. The 1/2 compressed dataset is chosen for experiments (64 for training, 16 for validating, and 20 for testing). This dataset is also utilized in the experiments of Bianchi and Piva (2012) .
Finally, 1000 × 100 low-resolution synthesized JPEG images from the Synthetic dataset and 100 × 100 high-resolution synthesized JPEG images from the Florence dataset are obtained. The left half of each JPEG image is singly compressed, providing a convenient comparison process for experiments. This measure of processing data facilitates to gain balanced samples from the same image in the following steps. 
Quantitative Experiments
After generating a set of specific compressed images using the Synthetic dataset, cropping is first performed to divide each image into many 64 × 64 blocks, and 48 blocks on the Synthetic dataset are obtained. Hence, a positive set with 24 × 1000 × 100 elements and a negative set with the same number of elements on the Synthetic dataset are obtained. Similarly, the number changes to 128 × 80 × 100 on the Florence dataset, and 128 × 128 and 256 × 256 block datasets are obtained in a similar way. The dataset utilized in our discriminative module is rather special, as it consists of two parts: 64 × 64 singly compressed blocks with QF 1 > QF 2, and 64 × 64 doubly compressed blocks.
For network training, 80% of the data is utilized, with the remaining 20% being used for validating. Three multi-scale feature DNNs and one special feature DNN are trained. The very popular Caffe implementation (Jia et al. 2014 ) is utilized for the training task. Because of the huge computation complexity of the network, our experiments utilize NVIDIA GTX TITAN X to accelerate the process. The optimization method we used is Stochastic Gradient Descent. The value of the learning rate is 0.0005. The batch-size is 200, and the momentum is set to 0.9. The number of epochs is set to 20 to ensure network convergence.
For testing, the rest of the 200 images in the Synthetic dataset and 20 images in the Florence dataset are utilized. After dividing each image into overlapping 64 × 64 blocks with a stride of 8, these blocks are input into the MSD-Nets. In the weighted fusion step, the weight w 1 of 64 × 64 blocks is set to 0.8, the weight w 2 of 128 × 128 blocks is set to 0.1, and the weight w 3 of 256 × 256 blocks is set to w 3 = 1 − w 1 − w 2 = 0.1. Subsequently, the final result map is obtained.
For quantitative experiments, the output probability map of the MSD-Nets is binarized to generate the final result map with two regions: a single-compressed region and a double-compressed region. Therefore, a pixel with a value of 0 represents being doubly compressed, while a value of 1 represents being singly compressed.
Accordingly, the metrics accuracy (Acc) and F 1 Score can be measured as:
where N is the total number of the single-compressed blocks, and P is the total number of the double-compressed blocks. True positive T P and true negative T N stand for the numbers of blocks in double-compressed and single-compressed regions that are correctly identified. FP and F N denote the number of blocks that are erroneously detected as double-compressed blocks and the number of blocks that are falsely detected as single-compressed blocks. F 1 Score is a comprehensive indicator of precision and recall. The detection accuracy achieved on the Synthetic dataset and the Florence dataset is shown in Tables 2 and 3. In order to ensure the integrity of the experiment, the situation of QF 1 = QF 2 is retained. Table 2 shows that the detection accuracies of our method are mostly 5% to 20% higher than BP, YH, and WZ in the case of QF 1 ≥ QF 2, especially when QF 1 ∈ {80, 90}. When QF 1 ≥ QF 2, the 5391 0.5251 0.5476 0.7378 0.9194 0.9557 0.9804 0.9808 0.9767 performance of our method are almost comparable to LA, which is specially designed for downrecompression discrimination. In almost all cases when QF 1 < QF 2, the detection accuracies of our method are 5% to 25% higher than other methods. Similarly, according to Table 3 , the detection accuracies of our method are 5% to 15% higher than other methods, even higher than LA, in most cases of QF 1 ≥ QF 2. When QF 2 ∈ {60, . . . , 90}, the superiority of our method is more prominent. In most cases of QF 1 < QF 2, the detection accuracies of our method are 5% to 25% higher than other methods, and the superior performances of our method are especially evident when QF 1 ∈ {60, 80}. Generally, depending on the superior capability of the multi-scale module in feature extraction and the application of the discriminative module to address the challenging detection problems when QF 1 > QF 2, our method gains significantly higher accuracy when QF 1 > QF 2 as well as QF 1 < QF 2.
In order to compare different approaches more intuitively, we also draw some figures. Because of the fact that detection performance is related to QF 1 and QF 2, we calculate the average values of Acc and F 1 Score for all the images in different QF 1 ∈ {50, 55, . . . , 90, 95}. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the detection results on the Synthetic and Florence datasets, respectively.
It is evident that our method outperforms other methods in terms of accuracy and F 1 Score when QF 1 > QF 2 as well as QF 1 < QF 2. In general, the detection results of each method are significantly worse when QF 1 > QF 2 or QF 1 = QF 2. Moreover, as we can see, the accuracy of each method is no more than 60% in the case where QF 2 < 60. As the compression quality factor ranges from 50 to 95, the QF 1 of each image is almost higher than the QF 2 in this case. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the average detection results when QF 1 > QF 2 in different QF 1 ∈ {50, 55, . . . , 90, 95}. We find that our method has significantly higher accuracy and F 1 Score in this case. This greatly depends on the application of the discriminative module. Moreover, the multiscale module also contributes to the overall improvement in detection.
These results show that our method has a notable superiority in double JPEG compression forensics. In addition, based on the slightly different trends in the results on the two datasets, our approach has a more stable performance on the high-resolution dataset. Table 4 shows the further comparison between our method and LA on Synthetic dataset. Since our method uses a much smaller number of features (279-D) than LA (nearly 100000-D), the average detection time of our method is 60ms for each picture, almost 10 times faster than LA. Additionally, our method can accurately locate the tampered area of the JPEG image, but LA is often used to determine the authenticity of the entire image.
Qualitative Experiments
To ensure the comprehensiveness of the experiment, we not only manually synthesize JPEG images using Adobe Photoshop, but also manipulate JPEG images automatically via Matlab. Figure 10 shows the effectiveness and robustness of our method. We can observe from the last two columns that there are almost no tampered regions in image 1 that conform to our cognition. Although the refrigerator in the original image 2 is shrunken and inserted into another image, our method still yields a superior detection result.
Additional results compared with the methods of BP, YH, and WZ on different datasets are shown in Figures 11 and 12 . In order to ensure the diversity of the experiment, images from different datasets are selected and tampered in different ways. Figure 11 shows the detection results of artificially tampered images on the Synthetic dataset. It is evident that our method has fewer misclassified points. Simultaneously, our method is rarely influenced by interference information, such as the content of the sky in the second lines. Figure 12 shows the detection results of automatically synthesized images on the Florence dataset. The results show that our method is rarely affected by the content of the image and performs better in cases of both QF 1 < QF 2 and QF 1 > QF 2, although all of the methods perform worse when QF 1 > QF 2. When QF 1 > QF 2, the superior performance of our method is derived from the discriminative module. The multi-scale features extracted by our networks can help to improve the classification effect and reduce the interference of the invalid information. In order to reflect the performance more intuitively, our results have not been subjected to any filtering. Fig. 11 . Detection results on the Synthetic dataset: (a) original images; (b) tampered images compressed with QF 1 = 60, QF 2 = 70, and QF 1 = 80, QF 2 = 70 (two at the top, which are human unrecognizable due to the reasonable semantic information they have), QF 1 = 50, QF 2 = 100, and QF 1 = 80, QF 2 = 60 (two at the bottom, which are easy to recognize due to the abnormal semantic information then have); (c) tampering masks; (d)-(f) detection results of BP, YH, and WZ; (g) probability maps of our method; (h) detection results of our method.
Parameter Selection
In this section, many experiments are implemented in order to reveal the relationship between global accuracy and parameter selection. Different DNN model parameters and structures are tested to construct better networks and specify the network parameters. Table 5 presents a comparison of the size of kernels, the number of convolutional layers, the number of kernels, the dimension of features, and the model composed of multiple networks that are trained by different scale data. Model1 to Model4 represent different network structures: (1) Table 5 that are in bold represent the parameters or structure we finally select.
CONCLUSION
This article proposes a novel double JPEG compression forensics method based on deep multiscale discriminative networks. The multi-scale features extracted by the multi-scale module derive more effective information from DCT coefficient histograms and achieve better performance in the tampering detection process. With reference to the statistical characteristics of the DQ effect, a discriminative module is also designed to capture the small difference between authentic and tampered images in tougher cases when QF 1 > QF 2. Finally, the automatic localization of specific tampered regions is realized. Extensive experimental results confirm that our MSD-Nets outperform several state-of-the-art methods on two public datasets.
In the future, it will be necessary for us to design a pretreatment process for filtering quantization noise. In addition, further efforts will be made to consider adding both the image content information and semantic information to assist in double JPEG compression forensics.
